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"Time passes"
Editorial
Since my back injury, actually shooting
arrows has been the last thing on my
mind. However, over the last two weeks
I have picked up my bow and shot
several ends of three arrows. Ok, it’s not
quite like riding a bike, there are so
many things you have to remember.

"Am I drawing in a straight line", "are my
feet in the right place", "my anchor point
doesn't feel right" and so on. So, the
next time you stand on the shooting line,
have a think about all the little quirks and
routines that make you shoot the way
you shoot, and remember them.
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Club Notices
Welcome to Ann, Noel, Thomas, Malcolm, David and Joseph, please find time to say
hello and introduce yourself. Also, a welcome return to Stephen.
Please check the website for any changes/times of club competitions.
The setting up and taking down of equipment is the responsibility of all club
members. So, please don't arrive late and leave early. Everybody's help is needed.
Remember that as a club we not only shoot on Saturday afternoon, but also on
Wednesday evening whilst we are outdoors.

Archery according to 'One Sheet'
Apparently Robin Hood tied his laces with a long bow!

Birthdays in October
Ann Glover and Noel Glover

Birthdays in November
Glynis Castle and Joseph Warren
News
The club will be going indoors on the
28th October at Lutterworth Sports
Centre (2pm til 4pm) . Please watch
and listen out for further details.
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If you have an archery problem, let Auntie help

Auntie Jayne

Dear Auntie Jayne
I have been chatting with other archers about string picture. The
barebow archers say they never use it, some of the recurvers say it's essential
and others say consistence anchoring is the way forward. Can you give me some
guidance as a new recurve archer?
Yours Victoria Pikky
Dear Victoria,
String picture is important, however you need to have a consistent reference/anchor
point before thinking about string picture. Once you have a good anchor point have
a go with string picture and find what works for you.
The most important thing is that your focus is on the target which should be clear in
your vision, the sight pin and string should both be fuzzy, out of focus - shoot an
end with the string to the left of the sight pin (see pic), then an end with it on the
right and finally an end with it through the middle of the sight pin. You will quickly
find the one that feels the most comfortable and repeatable for you.
Auntie Jayne

L&RCAA Diary
October

22nd

Bowmen of Rutland - Clout

5th

Melton Mowbray - WA18m

12th

The Foxes - Portsmouth

10th

The Foxes - Worcester

November
December
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Fun Shoot
Just when you thought it
was safe to go back to the field,
LAC was attacked by zombies. They
bore a remarkable resemblance to the
committee. They made it easy for us, as
they stood still and pinned themselves to
a boss.

This
year's fun shoot required
us to pair up and kill the zombies with a
high score. Then the top five pairings shot at a clown
and a skeleton. This would lead to a top three.
The competition was fierce, as at one end of the field, the zombies were being annihilated, while
at the other end, zombies were fighting back, but in the end LAC won their field back.
The clown was a clever boy as he juggled ten balls in the air of various values, but from twenty
yards, they looked the size on a two penny coin. The skeleton looked like he had been on a diet,
think of a chicken diet where the skin has been removed. Arrows hitting different parts of the
skeleton scored various amounts.
Continued over

LAC Diary
October

21st

L&R300

4th

L&R300

16th

Portsmouth

November
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Fun Shoot continued
In third place were Terry and Charles, second place went to Tom and David.
Top spot went to Fran and Jon. They went by the name of Herman's Hermits or
something similar. They sent the zombies running.
After all that hard work, Malcolm donned his chef's hat and lit the barbeque. There were more
sausages and burgers laid across the grill than a butcher's counter. Malcom did a cracking job of
keeping track of whose food is whose and cooked it fantastically. Great job Malcolm.
Thanks to Angela for gathering the zombies. Please get any who are still dead back to the
cemetery.

Unstrung
I missed because … I brought my son's fishing bag
with me today instead of my bow bag
I missed because … I missed breakfast, the wife
wouldn’t get up to make it for me, even if it is her
birthday!
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